
IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE::: BONGAIGAON

Sessions Case No. 103(BGN)/2017.
U/S 302 IPC

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. 1LL4 of 2015)

State of Assam

Vs.

AIom Miah.... Accused

PRESENT I Sri Binod Kr Chetri,
Sessions Juilge,
Bongaigaon.

ADVOCATES,APPEARED :

For the Stote: Sri R. Borman, Public Prosecutor

For the accused person: Sri P. Baidya, Advocate,

Date of Argument : 16.02.2019.

Date of Judgment : 19.03.2019.

1.

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

Prosecution case in a nutshell is that the informant's

daughter got married with the accused Alom Miah about 15 years ago

and out of their wedlock two children were born and on l-6.11.20L5 at

about 5 A.M his nephew over phone informed him that on 15.LL.2015 at

about 12 mid night in connection with family quarrel the accused Alom
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Miah and three othes named in the FIR (Ext 1) killed his daughter by

cutting his neck by a sharp weapon. Accordingly, he reached the place of

occurrence and found the dead body of his daughter being brought to

Bidyapur Police Out. Ext f. is ejahar.

2. On receipt of the ejahar (Ext 1), the In charge

Bidyapur Outpost (PW 9) entered the same vide General Diary entry no.

282 dated 16.11.2015 and forwarded the ejahar to the OC Bongaigaon

Police Station for registering the case. It was registered as Bongaigaon

Police Station case no. 929120L5 U/S 302/34 IPC and was endorsed to

PW 9 for investigation. On completion of investigation submitted charge

sheet against the accused AIom Miah for offence U/S 302 IPC and for

want of materials against other three accused named in the FIR did not

send up them for trial.

3. On appearance of the accused person, the learned

Sub-Divisional Judicial Magistrate Bongaigaon furnished the copies of

the documents under section 207 Cr.P.C and committed the case to the

Court of Sessions, Bongaigaon being the offence U/S 302 IPC and

exclusively triable by the Court of Sessions.

4. Be it be mentioned herein that prior to Ext l-, the

first information of this incident was reported by PW 2 (VDP secretary)

at the Bidyapur Out Post around 1.00 A.M and same recorded vide

General Diary entry no. 265 dated 16.11.2016 (Ext 7) by PW 9, who

immediately took up the investigation.
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5. After committal of the case, on appearance of the

accused person, going through the police report furnished under section

173 Cr.P.C and hearing both sides, having found a prima facie case,

charge U/S 302 IPC was framed against the accused AIom Miah, who

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. The accused person abjured

his guilt and pleaded to stand for trial.

6. During trial, to bring home the charge against the

accused person, prosecution side examined as many as 9 witnesses . In

the statement recorded U/S 313 Cr.P.C, the accused person denied all the

allegations levelled against him and pleaded innocence. Defence adduced

no evidence.

7.
. . POINT FOR DETERMINATION:

I) Whether the accused Alom Miah on 15.11.2015
at around 12.00 midnight committed murder of his
wife Fajila Bibi and thereby punishable U/S 302
IPC ?

ARGUMENT

The learned Public Prosecutor Mr R. Barman,

that the evidence on record established the chain of

circumstances which only take to the guilt of the accused and no

hypothesis of his innocence is possible.

9. Against the above submissions, Mr P. Baidya, the

learned counsel of defence has argued that the materials on record

B.

submitted
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merely creates suspicion but do not lead to prove guilt of the accused

person. It is also raised during argument that no finger print on the knife

taken and examined to ascertain that it was having the finger prints of the

accused ; that no reason shown for accused to commit such offence and

that no corroborating witness to support the informant.

DISCUSSION. DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

To appropriately appreciate the rival submission, it

would be necessary to have a bird's view of the evidence on record.

l_t . PW 1 (Forat Kha), the informant in his evidence

deposed that his deceased daughter Fajila got married about 1-5 years ago

and on the day of incident quanel took place between the accused and

his deceased wife and on the night the accused kitled his wife by cutting

her neck. Next day morning at about 5.00 A.M, his nephew Nurudin Ali

informed him that the accused Alom killed Fajila by cutting his neck and

the deceased was taken to hospital. He came to hospital and saw the dead

body of Fajila. After post mortem, the deceased was cremated. He went

to the Police Station and lodged the FIR, which was written by a

'Mohori'.

During cross examination PW 1 stated that the

marriage between the accused and the deceased was performed socially

and out of their wedlock three children were born to them and out of

them one died and t'wo children are living with the accused ; that the

couple maintained happy married life and he did not know why theW
Setiions Judga
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quarrel took place on the day of incident. He denied the suggestion that

no quarrel took place during day on the day of the incident and on the

night the accused did not kill Fajila by cutting her neck by a knife. He

denied the suggestion that dacoits entered in the house of the accused

and killed Fajila and the accused did not kill the deceased.

12. PW 2 (Hasan Ali Sarkar), VDP Secretary as well as

neighbour of the accused deposed that on the day of the incident at

1.30/2.00 A.M night, the wife of his uncle Azibor sheikh called him

stating that some incident has taken place in their house. He went there

and saw the dead body of Fajila, the wife of the accused lying on the bed

inside the mosquito net. He came out and informed the neighbours. on

being informed, Police came and prepared seizure list i.e Ext 2 and Ext

3 and took his signatures on those seizure lists. He heard from public

that the accused Alom Miah killed his wife and he also thought so.

During cross he stated that police took his signature in the seizure list at

Police station and police did not show any seizure articles to him. He

deposed that the marriage between the deceased and the accused was

performed about 12 ILS years and out of their wedlock t'wo children were

born to them and the children are living with the accused at present. He

stated that at 1.30 / 2.00 A.M on being called he went to the house of the

accused and the accused was present there. He denied the suggestion

that the dacoits entered in the house finding no items killed the deceased.

He stated that he forgot from whom he heard that the deceased killed his

wife.

PW 3 (Ajibar Rahman), is the father of the accusedSl"ioon Jtrdtle 13'
' 
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and his evidence is that the accused and the deceased got married about

15 years ago and out of their wedlock two children were born ; that on

the day of the incident at L2 mid night the accused called him from sleep

and he saw the dead body of the deceased Fajila in a pool of blood lying

on the bed ; that he called VDP secretary Hasan and Asaad Madani that

dacoits entered in the house of the accused due to which there was hue

and cry and he did not know how the incident took place.

PW 3 was declared hostile by the prosecution as he

resiled from some of his material statement. During cross by the defence,

he stated that there was no quarrel between the accused and the

deceased ; that the accused called him from sleep and told him that the

dacotis entered in his room and killed his wife and that he did not give

the statement, as recorded by the Police.

PW 4 (Abdul Aziz Sheikh), the brother of thet4.

accused in his evidence stated that on the day of incident on 1"5.1L.2015

at L2.00 mid night when he was sleeping in his room he heard hulla in

the house of the accused and on being called by his brother AIom Miah

and father told that dacotis entered and then he woke up and saw the

dead body of her sister-in-law, Fajila. He deposed that he then called his

cousin brother Hasan Ali Sarkar and went to Police Station and

accordingly Police came with them and took the dead body for post

mortem examination. Police prepared t'wo seizure lists vide Ext 2 and

Ext 3 and took their signatures and Material Exhibit 1, one knife with

wooden handle and blood stained.

The witness was declared hostile by the prosecution.

During cross examination, the witness stated that he did not give the
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statement as recorded by Police.

15. PW 5 (Dr Mir Mahibur Rahman), conducted post

mortem examination on the dead body of deceased Fazila Bibi on

16.L1.20L5 relevant portion of his findings are as follows :

External aDDearance

An average built female dead body eyes and mouth

partly opened, garments and body smeared with blood stain at places.

Rigor mortis present over both uPPer and lower limbs. Hypothesis

present on back and fixed. Body cold on touched extremely. Sharp and

clean cut, deep incised wound with bevelling size around 1"0 x L0 cm

below the thyroid cartilages of the neck involving both sides of the neck

region present. Jugular vein, cardticle artery and trachea cut. Multiple

abrasion in different sizes seen over the right forearm region. Trachea

is completely transverse cut with covering froths.

OPINION

Doctor opined that cause of death is due to

haemorrhagic shock resulting from the cut throat. The injury was ante

mortem in nature caused by sharp cutting weapon and homicidal in

nature. Approximate time since death is 6 to L2 hours. PW 5 proved the

postmortem examination report vide Ext 4.

PW 6 (Sofura Begum), deposed that on the day of16.

incident in the year 2015 at 1.30 I 2.00 A.M the accused and his father

called them saying that dacoits have come. Accordingly, she and her

husband came and saw the dead body of the wife of the accused lying on

Bs*gelgaon
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the bed in the bed room of the accused. She does not know how the

deceased died.

The witness was declared hostile by the prosecution

and confronted with her earlier statement before the Police. During cross

examination by defence she stated that there was no dispute between the

couples and out of their wedlock two children were born and the children

at present are living with the accused. She stated that stealing and

dacoity takes place in their area and she heard that dacoit killed the

deceased Fajila.

PW 7 (Sanjeev Kumar Sharma), the then Circlet7.
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Officer of Bongaigaon deposed that on 16.L1-.2015 conducted the inquest

on the dead body of deceased Fazila Bibi at Bidyapur Outpost. Eyes was

half closed, mouth closed, deep cut injury mark on neck and blood seen

on the neck. He proved the inquest report (Ext 5).

18. PW B (Sankar Ch Rabha), Scientific Officer

deposed that on 2L.tl.zOtS on being received a parcel from Deputy

Superintendent of Police, Assam through the Director of Forensic

Science in connection with Bongaigaon Police Station case no.

g2gl21l5. The parcel contained tr,vo exhibits, one knife and one plastic

bottle containing blood. After examination he found the blood stain in

the knife and the blood in the bottle gave positive test for human blood

of group 'O' is his report.

19. PW 9 (Debojit Sarma), the Investigating Officer

deposed that on 16.11.2016 at 1.00 A.M while he was working as
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Incharge, Bidyapur Outpost, Hasan Ali informed him that AIom Miah

committed murder of his wife. On receiving the information he made

General Diary entry no. 265 dated 1-6.11.2016 (Ext 7) and proceeded to

the place of occurrence and found the dead body of the deceased lyihg in

her bed room. He seized the knife used in the offence vide Ext 2 and

recorded the statement of the accused. He found the accused has fled

away. He took the dead body to Police Station, arrested the accused

from Durgamari village, brought the accused to the Police Station for

interrogation, conducted inquest on the dead body by the Circle Officer,

Bongaigaon and sent the dead body for post mortem examination. On

being lodged an FIR by complainant Farat Kha, he made General Diary

entry no. 282 dated 16.11.2015 and forwarded the FIR (Ext 1) to

Bongaigaon Police Station for registering a case and was entrusted to

investigate the,case. He interrogated the accused AIom Miah and finding

materials, arrested him. He sent witness Miss Asmira Khatun to Court for

recording her statement U/S 164 Cr.P.C. He sent the blood sample of the

deceased, which he collected vide Ext 3 (seizure list) and the knife to

FSL and collected the report and at the close of the investigation

submitted charge sheet (Ext B) against the accused AIom Miah for the

offence U/S 302 IPC vide Ext 6.

In cross PW I admitted the fact that he did not

collect the finger print of the knife and also did not compare it with the

finger on the accused AIom Miah. He collected the blood drops of

deceased in a plastic container. He denied the fact that on the day of the

incident dacoit entered the house of accused AIom Miah and murdered

Alom Miah's wife.
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20. The defence plea is that the dacoits killed Fajila

Bibi, the wife of the accused.

21. In the above background, it is to be seen from the evidence

on record, as to who caused the death of Fajila Bibi.

22. As regards her death the fact establish is that the

death of Fazila Bibi was caused due to deep cut injury on her neck

caused by sharp cutting weapon. Prosecution has produced that sharp

cutting weapon, a knife, (M.Ext L) whihc was seized vide Ext 2 from the

spor. The blood stain found in that knife and the blood of the deceased

on examination by PW 8 at FSL, Guwahati found of the same to be

human blood of group 'O'. Ext 6 is his report. PW 5 (doctor) conducted

the post mortem examination of the deceased at Bongaigaon Civil

Hospital and his opinion, the cause of death was due to haemorrhagic

shock resulting from the cut throat. There was sharp and clear cut deep

incised wound with bevelling size around 10 X L0 cm over the neck

region below the thyroid cartilages involving both sides of the neck

region. Jugular vein, cardticle, artery and trachea were transversely

completely cut. Ext 4 is the post mortem examination and it also reflects

multiple abrasion of different size over the right forearm of the deceased.

Approximate time since death was 6 to L2 hours, which correspondent to

the time of the death, as mentioned in the FIR i.e on the mid night of

15.11.201-5 as the post mortem was done on 16.11.2015 at LL.58 A.M.

23. Defence has also not disputed the death or the

reason of the death except that the death was caused by the dacoits.

ffiOm'gnaga*xr
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Now, it is to be seen whether prosecution evidence

establishes the death of Fajila Bibi by the accused or with some unknown

dacoits. The first information report to the Police with respect to the

death of Fajila Bibi was given by PW 2 (VDP secretary), which was

recorded vide Bidyapur Police Out Post vide General Diary entry no.265

dated 16.11.2015 (Ext 7) recorded by PW 9, the then Incharge Bidyapur

Out Post.

25. Ext 7 is the extract certified to be true copy of

Bidyapur Out Post General Diary entry no. 265 dated 16.11.2015 and it

reveals that VDP secretary, Hasan Ali (PW 2) of Durgamari verbally

informed that Alom Miah s/o of Azibar Rahman of Durgamari has had

killed his wife Fajila Bibi in his house with a knife by cutting her neck

and has fled iway.

26. The General Diary entry was recorded at 1- A.M of

16.11.2015 and the incident took place at around 12 mid night of

15.11.2015 as per the written FIR of PW L, the father of the deceased. It

has also come in evidence that the house of PW 2 is nearby to that of

accused and he was informed by the mother of the accused on that night

and he went to the house of the accused and saw the dead body of Fajila

Bibi. immediately within a hour or so of the incident, the matter was

informed to the Police by PW 2.

27. On arrival to the scene of crime, PW 9 found the

dead body of Fajila Bibi in her bed room over the bed inside mosquito

net with cut injury on her neck. In cross, it has come that he reached the
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place of occurrence at around 1.25 A.M. The place of occurrence is

about 2l 2rA KM from the Police Outpost. The accused was not at the

place of scene as he has fled away. PW 7 ( Circle Officer) conducted the

inquest in connection with Bidyapur Police Outpost General Diary entry

no. 265/L5 at Bidyapur Outpost at around 9.30 A.M.

28. From the evidence, it has revealed that the accused

was present in the house with his wife at the time of her death. They

have two children, one son and one daughter, aged about 7 years and 4 i

5 years respectively, as stated by PW L in his cross examination. PW 2

has also stated in his cross about the two children of the deceased and the

accused. These two children are with the accused and still staying with

the accused-father. In the charge sheet, the daughter Nilima Bibi has

been shown as witness no. 3, but she was not examined. During the

course of argument on being enquired learned Public Prosecutor

submitted that on being summoned the daughter came with the accused

father and did not utter anything against her accused-father for which the

prosecution did not examine her. The age of that girl as per PW 1 is

about 4 I 5 years when he adduced evidence before the Court on

29.1.2018 and as per PW 3 it is 7 years..

29. PW-g (Investigating Officer) has deposed that he

sent Asmira Khatun (D/o accused) to the Court for recording her

statement U/S 164 Cr.P.C. From the record it reveals that the minor girl

of the accused was produced before the learned Chief Judicial

Magistrate, Bongaigaon during investigation to record her statement U/S

164 Cr.P.C and learned Chief Judicial Magistrate, Bongaigaon ordered

Contd....
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for recording her statement by learned Additional Chief Judicial

Magistrate, Bongaigaon on 19.11.2015. Learned Additional Chief

Judiciat Magistrate, vide order dated 19.11.2015 recorded that the

witness Asmira Khatun aged about 7 years found that the girl witness,

though was able to answer of a few basis question, does not appear to be

matured enough to give rational answers and hence did not record the

statement of the girl witness.

The deceased was admittedly in the company of the30.

(
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accused and she died inside his house on bed. The prosecution case is

that it was the accused who killed her and all the circumstantial evidence

points the accusing finger only towards the accused. It was his burden to

disprove the prosecution case. He failed to discharge the burden which

shifted on him in terms of section L06 Evidence Act. The false

explanation offered by the accused that the dacoit killed his wife further

strengthen the prosecution case as it becomes an additional link in the

chain of circumstances. The established facts are consistent with the

guilt of the accused and inconsistent with his innocence.

31. There is no direct evidence in this case of the

accused killing his wife. His parents, brother and sister-in-law were

examined by the prosecution as PW 3 (father), PW 4 (brother) and PW 6

PW 4 (brother) and PW 6 (sister-in-law) resiled from their earlier

statement and were declared hostile by the prosecution. The daughter of

the accused was also named as a witness in the charge sheet but

prosecution did not examine her as she is staying with her accused father

and during enquiry by the learned Public Prosecutor she did not support
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the prosecution case. This submission was made by the learned Public

32. As there is no direct evidence, the prosecution case

is based on circumstantial evidence.

33. The law on circumstantial evidence has been laid by

the Hon'ble Supreme Court way back in the year 1952 in the case of

Hanumant Govind Nargundkar v. State of M.P. AIR. 1952 SC 343

wherein in para 10 the Hon'ble Supreme Court held that in cases where

the evidence is of a circumstantial nature, the circumstances from which

the conclusion of guilt is to be drawn should in the first instance be fully

established, and all the facts so established should be consistent only

with the hypothesis of the guilt of the accused. The circumstances

should be of 
'a 

conclusive nature and tendency they should be such as to

exclude every hypothesis but the one proposed to be proved. There must

be a chain of evidence so far complete as not to leave any reasonable

ground for a conclusion consistent with the innocence of the accused and

it must be such as to show that within all human probability the act must

have been done by the accused.

34. In the case of Sharad Birdhichand Sarda v. State of

Maharashtra reported in (I98a) 4 SCC 116, the Hon'ble Supreme Court

laid down five golden principles which have been stated to constitute the

Panchasheel of the proof of the case based on circumstantial evidence

as :-

(i) the circumstance from which the conclusion of

Contd....
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guilt is to be drawn must or should be and not only

'may be'established.

(ii) the facts so established should be consistent with

the hypothesis of the guilt of the accused, that is to

say, they should not be explainable on any other

hypothesis except that the accused is guilty;

(iii) the circumstances should be of a conclusive

nature and tendency;

(iv) they should exclude every possible hypothesis

except the one to be proved; and

(v) there must be a chain of evidence so complete as

' not to leave any reasonable ground for the conclusion

consistent with the innocence of the accused and must

show that in all human probability the act must have

been done by the accused.

35. This principle was also relied in the judgment of

Rumi Bora Dutta vs State of Assam reported in (2013) 7 SCC 417 and

further more it was also held that the false explanation given by the

accused may also be counted as a missing link in completing the chain of

circumstantial evidence.

36. Defence counsel placed reliance on the judgment of

Hon'ble Gauhati High Court in the case of Sujit Rudra Paul vs State of

Contd...
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Tripura reported in 2009 Cr LJ 3291 with respect of circumstantial

evidence wherein the finger prints of the accused was not taken to match

the finger prints mark on the neck of the deceased. The fact of that case

is different and not going to help the accused.

37. Defence counsel has placed reliance in another

judgment of the Hon'ble Gauhati High Court repor"ted in (2013) 3 GLR

612 (Nabadishwar Ray and others vs state of Assam). This judgment is

with respect to the statement of the witness made during investigation

U/S 161 Cr.P.C.

In that case the matter before the Hon'ble Gauhati

High Court was upon the reliance of the evidence of hostile. The trial

Court relied upon the statement made before the Investigating Officer,

which was, admitted by the Investigating officer to have been made

before him and the court below treated the previous statement made by

those witnesses as substantive evidence to hold the appellant accused

guilty. Hon'ble High Court held that such statement is never a substantive

piece of evidence and no conviction could be passed on the basis of such

evidence unless the truth of such a statement, independent of the

statement, is found to be true or proved to be true.

39. The law on evidence of hostile witness is well

settled by the Hon'ble supreme court in catena of judgments. It has

been held that it is not always necessary that whereby the witness turned

hostile the prosecution case must fail. The part of the statement of such

hostile witness that supports the prosecution case can also be taken into
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consideration. Secondly, where the concerned witness is an eye witness

who can give a graphic account of the events which he had witnessed,

that some precision cogently and if such statement is corroborated by

other witness, documentary or otherwise, then such a statement in face

of the hostile witness can still be a ground for holding the accused guilty

of the crime that was committed. The Court has to act with caution and

accept such evidence with greater care in order to ensure that the justice

alone is done. The evidence so considered should equivocally points

towards guilt of the accused.

40. It is also not that the entire evidence of the hostile

evidence is wiped out. The part of the evidence which supPorts the

prosecution can be considered. Reference on this point can be made to

the judgment'of the Hon'ble Supreme Court of Shyamal Ghosh vs

State of West Bengal reported in (2012) 7 SCC 646 and Gobinda Raiu

vs State reported in (,20t21 4 SCC 722.

4L. In the instant case the circumstances which point the

accusing finger only towards the accused are as follows : -

(1)

POINTS
First information report (Ext-7) based on

information of PW 2 to the Police that accused had killed Fajila Bibi by

cutting her neck with a knife.

(2) It was received at around 1 A.M and PW 9 (Investigating

Officer) reached the place of occurrence at about 1.25 A.M and found

the dead body with cut injuries on neck lying on bed.

Contd...
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(3) Accused was present when PW 2 reached there but

subsequently before arrival of PW 9, he had fled away.

(4) The presence of accused in the house at that time even

proved by hostile witness PW-3, PW-4 and PW-6.

The deceased was last seen alive in the company of

accused.

(6) Had dacoits come, they would have looted the belongings

and not just killed the wife of the accused on the bed and go away. If it

be so, there was no reason for the dacoits to leave the accused without

causing any harm to him.

(7) Had dacoits killed Fajila Bibi the first information report

would have been like it only and there is no reason for PW 2 to suppress

the fact of dacoity and to inform that the accused killed his wife.

No independent witness stated of any such dacoity. PW I
reached there immediately and had dacoity taken place, the scene of

crime would have been different and the people gathered there would

have nanated such fact to PW 9.

(e)

(10) No satisfactory explanation of the death of his wife and/or

false explanation by the accused.

PW 3 is the father, PW 4 is the brother and PW 6 is the

wife of the brother of the accused. They were declared hostile and their

version before the Investigating Officer was that the accused killed his

wife. There can be no reason for PW 9 to falsely record their statement.

(11)

(12)

on her neck.

Subsequent conduct of fleeing from the scene.

Medical evidence of death of Fajila due to cut injury
ft,issions .iudan
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Blood group of blood stain in the knife (M.Ext-l)

matched with the blood sample of deceased.

42. Accused was present in the house at the time of

murder of his wife and it was his burden of proving the plea taken by

him that the dacoit killed his wife. In terms of section 106 of the

Evidence Act the onus lies upon him.

43. This point was discussed by the Hon'ble Supreme

Court in the case of Krishna Mochi vs state of Bihar reported in (2002)

6 scc 81 whbrein it was held that when any fact is specifically within

the knowledge of any person, the burden of proving the fact is upon him.

44. In this case, the wife of the accused died in his

presence inside his house on her bed with her throat slit. His parents,

brother, sister-inJaw (i.e PW-3, PW-4, PW 6), PW 2 were his neighbours

alongwith other neighbours. Hearing hulla, these neighbours reached the

house of the accused. His mother went to the house of pw 2 to inform

the matter and he immediately went there and found the wife of the

accused lying upon bed with blood over her body. The dead body was

inside the mosquito net. He immediately went to Bidyapur outpost and

informed the matter. Ext 7 is the extract copy of the General Diary entry

no. 265 dated 16.11.2015 and the repofting is that Alom Miah killed his

wife Fajila Bibi inside the house by slitting her throat with a knife and

fled away. Pw 2 denied the suggestion in the cross examination that the

(
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dacoits not fining anything inside the house of the accused killed the

wife of the accused. PW 2 also denied the suggestion that he did not

hear the public saying that the accused killed his wife. When PW 2

reached the house of the accused he found the accused inside the house

but subsequently fled.

45. The General Diary was recorded at 1.00 A.M of

16.11.2015 and PW 9 (Investigating Officer) reached the house at L.25

A.M. By that time, the accused fled away from there. PW 9 seized the

knife from that place, collected the blood drops of the deceased in a
plastic container and also recorded the statement of the witnesses. He

apprehended the accused from a place at Durgamari. PW 9 confirmed

that PW 4 stated before PW I that his brother used to take alcohol

regularly and quarrel with his wife and that at around 1-2 mid night he

and his wife (PW 6) awoke up on being called by his father and his

father told him that AIom (accused) had murdered his wife by cutting his

neck. Like so, PW 9 confirmed the statement of PW 3 and PW 6 given

before him about the accused killing his wife.

46. Even if the evidence of PW 3, PW 4 and PW 6

giving statement before PW 9 that the accused killed his wife is Ieft out

from consideration being declared hostile by the prosecution, the

admitted part of their evidence is that they reached the house of the

accused on that night on hearing hulla. According to them also, the

accused was in the house at that time. Before Court they have deposed

about dacoits coming to the house of the accused but they have not

ffis
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mentioned this fact before the Investigating Officer (PW 9) when he

reached there and PW 2 who informed the matter at the Police Station

denied of any dacoits coming to the house of the accused. Had dacoity

taken place, the scene would have been different. There was no reason

for PW 2 to inform Police of accused killing his wife and PW-9 not

finding any evidence of deacoity had taken place. There was no reason

for the accused to flee from his house after the incident. His subsequent

conduct points accusing finger towards him.

Section B of the Evidence Act says the conduct,47.

WI
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previous or subsequent, of any person an offence against whom is the

subject of any proceeding, is relevant, if such conduct influences or is

influenced by any fact in issue or relevant fact

48, Conduct of an accused must have nexus with the

crime committed. It must form part of the evidence as regard his

conduct either preceding, during or after commission of the offence as

envisages u/s 8 of the Evidence Act.

49. With reference to the conduct of the accused, more

specifically his reaction after the incident and subsequently fleeing away

from the scene, the judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme Court of Ujjagar

Singh vs State of Punjab reported in 2007 13 SCC 90. which was relied

in (201a) 12 SCC 439, (Bibek Kalra vs State of Rajasthan) is felt

pertinent to mention.

50. Ld. Defence Consel has submitted that the

prosecution has failed to establish the motive of the accused behind the
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killing of his wife, with whom is married for about 1-5 years back and

have two children.

51 PW-1 has deposed of some family quarrel between

the accused and his wife but the other witnesses has not mentioned about

this fact. PW-3, PW-4 and PW-6 did mention about the drinking habit of

the accused and that the accused used to quarrel and torture his wife

while giving statement before the Investigating Officer, but they resigned

from their earlier statement.

52. Absence of motive would not by itself make any

material differences but if motive is proved, it lends support to the

prosecution version. Motive for commission of offence no doubt

assumes greater importance in cases resting on circumstantial evidence

then those in which direct evidence regarding commission of offence is

available but failure to prove motive in cases resting of circumstantial

evidence is not fatal by itself. In such cases Courts only have to be more

careful and circumspect in scrutinizing evidence to ensure that suspicion

does not take place of proof while finding accused guilty. Motive is a

matter which is primarily known to the accused and which prosecution

may at times find difficult to explain or establish by substantive

evidence. Human nature being what it is, it is often difficult to fathom

the real motivation behind the commission of a crime. Reference in this

regard is made to the judgment of Hon'ble supreme Court in the case of

Amitabha ys. Sote of West Bengal reported in (2011) 12 SCC 554 on

facts held in the instant case, the circumstances proved by the

prosecution establishes the guilt of the accused and leaves no room for
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any doubt in the innocence of the accused.

53. From what has been discussed above and the

conclusion arrived at, it is held that prosecution has established the

charge U/S 302 IPC against the accused for committing the murder of his

wife beyond all reasonable doubt. Hence, the accused Alom Miah is

convicted for the offence U/S 302 IPC.

54. Heard the accused on the question of sentence in

terms of section 235(2) of the Cr.P.C. His statement recorded in separate

sheets and kept with the case record. The convict stated that he has nvo

minor childreir to look after. The reply of the convict does not justify

any such leniency. More so, the minimum punishment U/S 302 IPC is

imprisonment for }ife or death in rarest of the rare case.

55. His reply do not justify for any leniency. Moreso,

the minimum punishment prescribed for the offence u/s 302 IPC is

imprisonment for life with fine and in rarest of rare case the punishment

is death. Having considered the facts and circumstances of the case and what

has been already discussed above, this Court is inclined to conclude that this

case does not fall within the category of 'the rarest of rare case'.

56. The accused Alom Miah having been convicted for

offence u/s 302 IPC is hereby sentenced to undergo rigorous imprisonment for

Iife and fine of Rs.5,000/- (five thousand) in default another imprisonment for

l(one) month for his offence punishable u/s 302 tPC.

Furnish a free copy of the judgment to the accused.ts**gaigacn 57.
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The seized materials be destroyed in due course.

Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on the59.

19h day of March, 2019.tll r'.1tr
N*#
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APPENDIX
Prosecution witness:
PW 1- Forat Kha.
PW 2 - Hasan AIi Sarkar.
PW3-AjibarRahman.
PW 4 -Abdul Aziz Seikh.
PW 5 -Dr Mir Mahibur Rahman.
PW6-SofuraBegum.
PW 7 - Sanjeev Kr Sharma.
PW B - Sankar Ch Rabha.
PW 9- Debojit Sharma, I.O.

Court witness
Nil.

Documents Exhibited by Prosecution:
E-t-1 FIR
Ext-2 Seizure list.
Ext-3 Seizure list
Ext-4 Medical examination report.
Ext -5 Inquest report.
Ext -6 FSL report.
Ext -7 Extract copy of the GD enrry no.265 dated 16.11.2015
ExtS-Chargesheet.
Material Exhibit:
M. Ext L- Knife
Defence Exhibit:
Nil


